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Chapter 131 

Miranda was very shocked. She wondered why Cassandra knew that she spent 7 billion dollars. 

This kind of thing was always disgraceful. If Yulissa didn’t do anything wrong and would be let out of 

prison uprightly, Miranda would show it off. 

However, upon valid evidence, the Yates family couldn’t operate at all when it was not as powerful as 

before. 

Therefore, Miranda spent money on asking people to help her. The less people knew about this kind of 

thing, the better it would be. 

Miranda thought, ‘But how did Cassandra know it? 

“Why do you know it?” Anyway, Miranda wouldn’t believe that Cassandra could control the 

development of things.. 

She wouldn’t let the director of the Public Security Bureau listen to Cassandra, either. 

Cassandra said, “Because your money is in my pocket.” 

What a fatal blow it was! 

Cassandra didn’t say anything else but hung up the phone directly. This sentence was enough for 

Miranda to be anxious. A person couldn’t go too far or let others have something on him or her unless 

he or she faced an impasse. 

Before Miranda could react to Cassandra’s words, she was brought back to reality by the ringing of the 

phone. 

Miranda said, “Honey, I’m telling you…” 

Benjamin said, “Miranda, you bi tch! Who did you offend? Now someone came to check the house and 

said that you mortgaged it. You wasteful bit ch! Will you only be 

reconciled when you destroy the family?” 

Miranda was overwhelmed. She wondered, ‘Mortgage the house?” 

She said, “Wait… wait for me to come back… I didn’t do it.” 

Benjamin was so angry that his blood pressure rose, and he fell on the sofa in a daze. “Come back and 

explain it to me!” 

He shook his head and tried to sit up. 

Soon, Miranda rushed back and saw several people sitting on the sofa. 

Miranda asked, “Who are you?” 



Miranda was confused. She didn’t sign any mortgage documents, so how could there be a house 

mortgage? 

“What? Mrs. Yates, don’t you know me?” 

Miranda was sure that she didn’t know the person in front of her. However, the person was not angry. 

He took out a document and said, “It doesn’t matter if you don’t know me, but you must know this 

document.” 

He opened the signature page of the document, and there were the words “Miranda Yates. 

Benjamin almost fainted because of these words. 

There was no doubt that this font was Miranda’s. 

Benjamin thought, ‘You bi tch! How dare you to sell my house?” 

He said, “Explain to me clearly why you mortgaged this house.” 

This house was their last haven. If he lost it, he really didn’t know where to go. 

Miranda had no idea about it. She really did nothing about it. 

She didn’t know why there was her signature. 

Even if she went through handwriting verification, the result would be that it was hers. 

However, Miranda didn’t sign the mortgage agreement for the house and she didn’t even receive any 

money. 

Miranda suddenly thought of something. 

Before Yulissa joined the show, she asked Miranda to sign a supplementary agreement for bail. 

At that time, Miranda signed it even without looking at it. 

Miranda thought, ‘Did it happen at that time? 

‘No, it’s impossible. How could Lisa do that? She wouldn’t 

“There must be some misunderstanding” 

“If you don’t move out, then buy the house back. Even if this matter goes to court, we are justified.” 

The other party took a tough stance. 

For Benjamin, the other party was going to let them die. 

“Sir, this house is mine. It has nothing to do with this woman. You should ask her for money rather than 

me. The house is mine, and I haven’t mortgaged it to anyone.” 

Benjamin hurriedly disassociated himself from this matter. He didn’t want any more. accidents. 

Miranda looked at him in disbelief. This was the man she had married for nearly 30 years, but she 

couldn’t warm his heart. When it came to money, he seemed to see it as his life. 



After all these years, he still couldn’t change his poor and pedantic appearance. 

How could he be so anxious to get rid of her? Well, this was what the years of a couple were like 

Husband and wife should have supported each other, but when a great calamity was at hand, they were 

unwilling to share woe. 

Miranda said, “Benjamin, how can you say that? I gave birth to six sons and one daughter for you. How 

could you treat me like this? Didn’t I contribute to the Yates family? This house is a marital asset, so 

what if I sell it?” 

Benjamin had heard this many times. 

He said. Then let’s divorce. I don’t want to see you bit ch ruining everything of me. I’m telling you, no 

matter what you mortgaged this house for, you must pay me back.” 

He won’t spend another penny for Miranda. 

Fortunately, he took Miranda’s card. 

For so many years, Miranda had hidden her money, and Benjamin turned a blind сус to it. When he 

went to check her account in the morning, he didn’t expect that there were nearly 200 million dollars 

stored in the bank card. 

Although he couldn’t do anything big with this money, there was still hope for a middle-level start. 

Therefore, he wouldn’t allow anyone else to use the money. 

Miranda hated Benjamin who was ungrateful so much. “Benjamin, you bas tar d!” 

Miranda thought, ‘How could he say that? 

Why did Lisa frame me?” 

The person on the sofa said, “We’re not here to listen to the quarrel between you. Now, either hand 

over the property ownership certificate or pay 200 million dollars.” 

Hearing this, Benjamin thought. What? That’s too much. 

He held back the discomfort of dizziness and kicked Miranda to the ground. 

He said, “You b itch, did you keep a lover behind my back? Otherwise, why would you want so much 

money?” 

After saying this, Benjamin stepped back continuously. 

There were only the two of them at home, and no one could help them. 

The person who wanted the house had a bad feeling, so he left before saying ruthlessly, “If you still can’t 

decide whether to pay the money or the house in three days, we will 

meet in court.” 

Benjamin’s dizziness got worse. He fell to the ground with a loud sound. 



Miranda shouted, “Honey, Benjamin! What’s wrong with you?” 

Miranda stood up in a panic, but Benjamin was already unconscious. 

“Robert, Robert, Robert! Miranda shouted hysterically. After two or three minutes, Robert came in 

through another door. 

“Mrs. Yates, what’s the matter?” After saying this, Robert saw that Benjamin passed out. 

He said, “What’s wrong with Mr. Yates?” 

Miranda said, ‘Call the ambulance!” 

Miranda cried anxiously. 

Her children weren’t around, and she was now at a loss. 

Miranda got into the ambulance and began to call Leonardo, who hurriedly drove to the hospital. 

When Cassandra got the news, she was a little surprised. She wondered what could make Benjamin faint 

in anger. 

How could such a thing happen without her? 

She hacked into the Yates residence’s surveillance system. 

She thought. Mortgage 

Miranda mortgaged the house? 

She is really going to bring about her own destruction. 

Cassandra asked Jeremiah curiously, “Did you make this?” 

Jeremiah said. “No, I haven’t done it yet.” 

Cassandra wondered who was so kind-hearted to help them clean up the waste. 

The waste should be thrown into the garbage dump. 

It was the disrespect for life to let it live a peaceful life. 

Cassandra began to investigate by herself. 

The result was that Yannick did it. 

Cassandra thought. Mr. Zelinski did it?” 

Chapter 132 

With doubts in mind, Cassandra knocked on the next door. 

It was Yannick who opened the door. 

He was a little surprised. He wondered why Cassandra came to Kenneth. 



Yannick greeted, “Ms. Yates.” 

Cassandra nodded and asked, “Is your Mr. Zelinski here?” 

Yannick wondered, ‘What? My… Mr. Zelinski? No, no, no. He will be yours. No. He is not mine, either. 

He said, “Mr. Zelinski is inside. Ms. Yates, please come in.” 

Yannick immediately welcomed Cassandra in. The most important thing was to let her. come in. Kenneth 

flew back with Cassandra today, and he rushed into the company as soon as he got off the plane. 

He had gone home just now. 

“Cassie, why are you here?” 

Kenneth had just changed into casual clothes, showing another temperament. 

Kenneth in military uniform was a soldier who guarded the safety of a place and gave people a sense of 

security. In suits, Kenneth was the soul of Drieso’s business circle and also the spokesman for cruelty 

and indifference, presenting an unapproachable sense. 

Now, Kenneth was wearing home clothes. Cassandra didn’t know whether it was an illusion or not. 

There was a hint of brightness and some gloom in his temperament, like a melancholy piano prince. 

Cassandra didn’t know which one was the real Kenneth. 

Cassandra raised her eyebrows. This time, she was sure that Kenneth called her Cassie…. 

She wondered, ‘Why did he call me so intimately? 

‘But why do I not feel disgusted at all? Is it because he avenged me in his previous life?’ 

“It seems that you just came back, isn’t it?” Cassandra asked gently. 

“Yeah, I just finished my work. What’s the matter, Cassie?” 

Cassandra felt a little uncomfortable when she heard the word “Cassie”. 

She said, “Well… Mr. Zelinski, I think the address ‘Cassie’ is too intimate. Maybe you should change into 

another one.” 

She still felt a little uncomfortable. 

In this life, she could risk her life to repay Kenneth. But such an intimate address was too upsetting. 

According to their current relationship, they could only be called comrades-in-arms at 

present. 

She thought, “Why do I feel stifled? 

‘Forget it. I must stop thinking too much.” 

“Does my address to you bother you?” Kenneth looked calm, but he was shocked in his 



heart. 

He couldn’t help but feel disappointed. 

Cassandra didn’t want him to call her Cassie. 

Cassandra said, “No. I just feel a little uncomfortable.” 

She could accept that Lucas and Marcus called her Cassie because they were close to her. Lucas was the 

best person to her except Blossom. 

She could also accept that Jeremiah, Cyrus, and Timothy called her Elaine or Cassic. 

Perhaps, no one who was not so intimate with her had ever called her like this. So she felt a little 

uncomfortable. 

However, she was not averse to it. 

Kenneth said, “Then what should I address you? I can’t keep calling you Ms. Yates, can 

1?” 

He was relieved to know Cassandra was not disgusted about his address of “Cassie” to her. She just felt 

uncomfortable. 

Kenneth secretly breathed a sigh of relief. Although he was a little disappointed, it was a surprise for him 

to know by accident that Cassandra didn’t dislike him. 

“Jeremiah calls me Elaine and Cassie. You can call me Cass or Elaine.” 

Cassandra said the common addresses to her and thought Kenneth could call her by 

any one. 

However, she seemed to forget that no one had ever called her Cass. 

Kenneth thought to himself, Jeremiah calls her Elaine and Cassie? 

I must use a different one. 

“Are there many people who address you Cass?” 

He didn’t recall anyone calling her like that. At least Lucas, Sylvia, and Jeremiah never called her like that 

in front of him. 

Cassandra was stunned as if she didn’t understand why Kenneth asked this question. She said, 

“Probably… no. 

She wasn’t sure. 

Kenneth said, “From now on, I’ll call you Cass.” 

Kenneth’s mood suddenly turned from gloomy to happy, 

No one had ever addressed Cassandra by “Cass, so he would from now on. 



Cassandra didn’t seem to understand why Kenneth was in a better mood. She thought, ‘Wasn’t he a 

little depressed just now? Now it is obvious that his depression has disappeared.” 

Cassandra said, “Mr. Zelinski, I have something to ask you…” 

Kenneth said, “Cass, I have changed my address to you. Shouldn’t you change your address to me?” 

The two words “Mr. Zelinski” sounded not just weird. It was hard for Kenneth to accept when Cassandra 

called him in this way. 

It was so aloof. 

Cassandra asked, “Doesn’t everyone call you Mr. Zelinski?” 

Cassandra thought there was nothing wrong with that address. 

Kenneth said, “That’s what a stranger addresses me. You and I have experienced chasing and killing and 

done many tasks, so we are not strangers anymore.” 

Cassandra nodded in a daze and then shook her head. She thought, ‘We don’t seem like 

strangers. 

‘After all, I invited him to dinner and received flowers from him for graduation. 

“Well, don’t you think it’s aloof when you address me by Mr. Zelinski?” Kenneth couldn’t. 

help but want to ask Cassandra to change her address to him, but he was afraid that she would think 

that he was frivolous if he corrected her rashly. 

Nonetheless, given that Cassandra was very sober and intelligent when dealing with the Yates family, it 

seemed that she was easy to be confused in front of people she knew well. 

Cassandra had the same dorky and adorable expression when Lucas wanted to accept her as their 

goddaughter at the charity gala. 

“Then what should I address you?” Cassandra asked subconsciously. 

Kenneth replied, “Kenneth and Ken are both okay.” 

Cassandra frowned. She felt it was a little awkward to address him in these ways… 

Cassandra asked, “How about Kenne?” 

She thought, “Ken” sounds like the way his girlfriend addresses him. Maybe “Kenne” is better. 

‘Kayden seems to call him Ken. Mr. Zelinski is 27 years old, much older than me… 

“Or Uncle Kenneth?” asked Cassandra.. 

She kept thinking, That’s what Lucas asked me to call him.” 

Kenneth was speechless. 

He thought, ‘What? Uncle Kenneth?” 



He was immersed in the name of Kenne, and within five seconds, he became her Uncle Kenneth. 

Kenneth said, “Kenne is better. I’m not that old to be called ‘Uncle Kenneth.” 

Cassandra nodded in agreement, 

Now, no one was happier than Kenneth. For him, the address ‘Kenne” was an unexpected pleasure. 

“So, why did you come to me, Cas s?” Then Kenneth came back to the point. 

Cassandra was annoyed secretly. She came there to talk about an important matter, but why did she 

suddenly go astray? 

They even talked about their addresses to each other for so long. 

Cassandra asked, “Did you find someone to deal with the Yates family?” 

The result of her investigation must be right, but she still wanted to ask this question to confirm what 

she was thinking. 

Kenneth replied, “Yes,” 

Cassandra asked, “Why?” 

Kenneth said, “Of course, I did that for you. The Yates family doesn’t deserve your kindness.” 

Although Cassandra had her own smart way of dealing with the Yates family, for Kenneth, the speed was 

too slow, and their retribution was not enough. 

Perhaps, Cassandra wanted the Yates family to lose everything little by little, so she would punish them 

one by one slowly. 

However, they had brought trouble to Cassandra’s life. Kenneth couldn’t just sit back and do nothing. 

Cassandra asked. Then, did you find someone to lie to Miranda and let her mortgage the Yates family’s 

house?” 

Kenneth didn’t know because Yannick had never reported it to him. 

Kenneth shouted, “Yannick!” 

“Yes, Mr. Zelinski.” 

Yannick rushed to Kenneth. 

Kenneth said, “Answer this question… 

Yannick had heard Cassandra’s question just now. He said, “Ms. Yates, I came up with 

this after receiving the order from Mr. Zelinski and asked someone to do it.” 

Chapter 133 

Kenneth really asked someone to do it. 



or me?” Cassandra asked in disbelief. 

“For 

That was because, in her world, no one would treat her well except those who had known her since 

childhood. 

This was what she couldn’t figure out. In her previous life, she was curious about the mysterious “Mr. 

Zelinski”. However, Yulissa had been telling her that she didn’t deserve to know Kenneth since she came 

from the countryside. 

Yulissa said Kenneth was cruel and murderous. At that time, Cassandra almost always listened to her 

and obeyed her. 

For this reason, any mentioning of Kenneth made Cassandra terrified. So she didn’t dare to see him at 

all. 

Nevertheless, it was this terrifying man who killed everyone in the Yates family after her death just to 

avenge her. 

Cassandra asked him if they had known each other, but he refused to tell her. 

Now he attacked the inconspicuous Yates family for her. 

Although this confused feeling was pleasant, it was also frustrating. 

“Cass, you’re a good girl. The Yates family didn’t cherish you. They will regret it.” 

In this way, it is a disguised form to admit that Kenneth did so for Cassandra. 

Cassandra asked, “Mr. Zelinski… Kenne, why did you do so much for me?” 

She couldn’t figure out why someone who had only known her for less than two months would treat her 

so well. 

Kenneth smiled gently and said, “You called me Kenne. Shouldn’t I be nice to you?” 

Cassandra was speechless. 

She thought, ‘As I could remember, the address “Kenne” was confirmed five minutes 

ago.” 

Kenneth said, “Cass, I know you have doubts in your heart, but it is not the right time to tell you. When 

the time is right, I will tell you everything. Now all you have to do is believe that I will never hurt you.” 

He said in his heart, ‘Cass, wait for me. 

“When I handle all the trouble around me, I will let you know who I am. 

Tll tell you in person that I’m the big boy you took back. 

He couldn’t do it now. The Zelinski family was targeting him, and there were other dangers around him. 

At this time, anyone related to Kenneth would be in danger.. 



Kenneth also wanted to be recognized by Cassandra immediately. He came back just because he wanted 

to stand by her side. 

However, there were many dangers around him. Even if he knew that Cassandra had extraordinary 

skills, he didn’t want her to get into trouble like himself. 

It was against his original intention. 

67% 

Cassandra frowned without too much emotion on her face, but she was a little dissatisfied with such 

words. She said, “I don’t want to be bothered by this anymore. You just need to tell me, did we know 

each other?” 

She thought. It isn’t demanding, is it?! 

At this time, Kenneth nodded honestly and said, “Yes.” 

Cassandra understood and then nodded to show that she had understood it. 

Sure enough, people like her didn’t have heart-to-heart friends at first sight. Kenneth helped her 

because he knew her before. Although it was not clear now, at least Cassandra knew that there was no 

kindness for no reason. 

Especially for people like Kenneth, how could they show kindness to strangers? 

That was impossible… 

Cassandra said, “Okay, I see. Thank you for helping me.” 

She didn’t say that she would solve this matter by herself or avenge herself. 

She didn’t know why, but she just felt that it would hurt Kenneth. She did not want to make him sad. 

Cassandra felt that she had been there for a long time, so she chatted with Kenneth for a few more 

minutes and went back to her house. 

What she didn’t know was that Benjamin had stayed in the emergency room after being 

pushed into the hospital. 

Given that Raymond missed the best treatment time, Miranda had been waiting for her sons outside 

since Benjamin was pushed into the emergency room to be treated. 

When Jasper came in a hurry, he was still wearing casual clothes. 

“Mom, what’s going on?” Jasper was worried. He thought, “Wasn’t Dad fine when I went. out in the 

morning? Why did he faint at night?” 

Miranda said, “Jace, why aren’t you wearing work clothes? Your father suddenly passed out. Go and 

have a look.” 

Miranda didn’t think too much about why Jasper came there in casual clothes at this 



time. 

Jasper looked a little embarrassed. He didn’t answer Miranda but looked at the nurse beside him. He 

asked. “Who is treating my father in there?” 

The nurse said, “It’s Dr. Martinez.” 

Jasper felt a little relieved. Amos Martinez was an authoritative doctor for first aid. Het came out after 

Jasper was reassured. 

“Dr. Martinez, how is my father?” Jasper stepped forward and asked in a hurry. 

Amos said, “Dr. Yates, I think we may need to work with the neurology department to find out his 

specific situation. If I’m right, your father has a cerebral infarction.” 

Jasper was shocked and widened his eyes. He thought, ‘How could?’ 

He asked, “How could this be?” 

Amos said, “He must have been irritated continuously. He might haven’t paid attention to it at first. Plus 

he was irritated today, he must have put up with it for a while. So he became like this after being sent 

here. I will ask Dr. Langley of the neurology department to have a consultation together.” 

But Amos didn’t know if Gilbert Langley was off work at this time. 

Miranda couldn’t accept such a stimulation and passed out, too. 

Jasper thought, “What the hell?’ 

When Leonardo arrived, he saw Jasper hurrying to help Miranda and calling for a doctor. 

Leonardo asked, “Jace, what’s wrong with Mom? How’s Dad?” 

 “Leo, call the doctor. Mom fainted after being shocked. Dad… Dr. Martinez has gone to find Dr. Langley 

of the neurology department.” 

Jasper seemed to see the backbone at once. As long as Leonardo was there, he would help Jasper. 

The doctor quickly sent Miranda for treatment. 

Jasper and Leonardo were guarding outside. Leonardo couldn’t help asking, “What happened? Why did 

Dad faint? Now it’s even said that he might have a cerebral infarction.” 

Jasper couldn’t explain it clearly. “I don’t know. When I went out in the morning, Dad 

was the one who sent Dad 

was fine, and Mom didn’t come home these days. But out in the morning, Dad 

to the hospital, so only she knows what happened at home.” 

Jasper thought. However, Mom is being treated. 

“Why is this family so messy now?” 



Leonardo said, “Then let’s wait for Mom to wake up.” 

Leonardo sighed and rubbed his eyebrows. 

He couldn’t hold on because of the exhaustion. He thought, “What a mess of the family!” 

Leonardo said, “Call Matt and ask him to come back.” 

Matthew had been away for almost two months and didn’t call his family. It was said that he followed 

his actors to explore the wilderness. 

It often had a bad reception there. 

Therefore, he hadn’t called the family recently. 

After all the things that had happened at home, he had to come back. 

After Yulissa was sent back this morning, the police contacted Leonardo. To be honest, he didn’t want to 

care about it anymore. 

He couldn’t handle it. 

He didn’t know where Cassandra had gone, and the court session originally scheduled after the SAT was 

postponed. 

The court session would be the next day. Leonardo now regretted kidnapping Cassandra. His parents 

were even like this…. 

Chapter 134 

It was 9 a.m. the next morning in front of the courthouse. 

This time, for Yulissa, it was just a joint trial of several cases, all committed by her and against the same 

person. Leonardo was an accomplice and sat in the dock together with her. 

Cassandra sat in the plaintiff’s seat. As soon as Hayden announced that the court was in 

ssion, Leonardo 

got up, admitted what he had done, and accepted the punishment. 

However, Leonardo’s last good impression of Yulissa had vanished with the fact that Miranda spent all 

the money to get her out of jail. 

Therefore, Leonardo passed all the buck to Yulissa. 

Yulissa widened her eyes and thought, ‘Why did Leonardo shift the blame onto me? Shouldn’t he take 

these things on himself? 

‘Mom spent money to save me. Didn’t Leonardo know that? 

“Why? 

“Since he is unfair, don’t blame me for being unjust. 



“Your Honor, I didn’t do it. I never said that “Yulissa hurriedly defended herself, but Hayden had 

confirmed that she was the mastermind in the evidence provided by Leonardo. 

Yulissa was a little devastated. She wondered, ‘Why isn’t Mom here? Where is she? 

Why hasn’t she come to save me? 

“Has she abandoned me, too?” 

Hayden asked the plaintiff if she admitted the evidence provided by the defendant. 

Jonathan was about to argue, but Cassandra grabbed him and said lightly, “Mr. Hayden, since the 

evidence is valid, I admit it.” 

For Cassandra, there was nothing to argue about. 

By doing so, Leonardo was ready to sacrifice Yulissa.. 

The Yates family spent so much money. If Cassandra didn’t make some contributions, it seemed that she 

would feel sorry for the Yates family. 

Cassandra thought, ‘Does he think that as long as he blamed Yulissa, he could rest 

easy 

outside? 

“How could he deal with the mess of the Yates family on his own? 

The life in prison for him is better. Since he wanted to stay outside, then I’ll let him have it. 

The next stage was the trial of Yulissa’s murder by buying. Regardless of the irrefutable evidence, Yulissa 

refused to admit it. 

She kept refusing. 

However, to her surprise. Tina, Gavin’s wife provided new evidence. 

Tina forgot that she had installed an invisible camera at the door to protect her child. 

She just provided the recording, forgetting about the surveillance video. 

The surveillance video could prove that Yulissa had come to Gavin at that time, and it caught the scene 

of her coming and going. Combined with the time of the recording, it was basically a perfect match. 

“No! It’s not true.” 

Yulissa was so frightened that she kept sweating and looked even more flustered. 

“Silence!” Hayden shouted. 

Now the evidence was basically conclusive, and Yulissa couldn’t avoid it. 

At today’s court session, only Leonardo from the Yates family came, so Yulissa had no supporters at all. 



She still refused to admit it. 

This made it a little difficult for Hayden. 

At this time, Cassandra said, “Yulissa, do you know why only Leonardo showed up today? Because your 

dear parents, under your operation, were in the hospital. One was hospitalized for cerebral infarction, 

and the other was fainting for being stimulated. 

Jasper was suspended by the hospital because of you. At present, he can only stay with your parents in 

the hospital. Frederick is facing the risk of termination due to the live streaming two days ago and has to 

pay a huge amount of liquidated damages. They have no time to respond to you. 

“Yohannes and Raymond don’t know today’s court session. They haven’t even been notified that their 

parents are in the hospital yet. The glorious agent Matthew should be 

on his way here, but he won’t come to save you in time. 

“Every one of them is forced to lose their jobs or give up their dreams due to you. Do you feel 

particularly happy?” 

Cassandra’s words made Leonardo a little ashamed. These things were indeed caused by Yulissa, and 

Cassandra took revenge on them. 

However, he had no proof. 

He only knew that Cassandra had become someone they couldn’t reach. 

Yulissa’s hands trembled, and her eyes gradually turned scarlet. She seemed to be restraining 

something. 

Yulissa said, “Shut up! It’s all because of you. Why did you come back? You lived in the countryside for 

18 years, and why do you show up here? I am the daughter of the Yates family. How can you compete 

with me? 

“My parents and brothers love me. Are you jealous? However, they won’t believe you no matter how 

much you say. They love me the most, so what if they sacrifice for me?” Yulissa suddenly shook her head 

and added, “No, it’s all your fault. You are the culprit. When Gavin hit you, you should have died under 

his car. Why are your still alive?” 

Cassandra just elaborated on the current situation of the Yates family, but Yulissa seemed to be 

stimulated. 

Yulissa made a confession between the lines. 

Cassandra said, “Your Honor, the defendant has admitted it by her last words.” 

This was Cassandra’s ultimate goal. 

Hayden announced, “Given Yulissa’s various crimes, the Court decides to the judgment another day.” 

pronounce 



He didn’t know how long Yulissa would be sentenced. He thought he had better discuss it with other 

judges. 

Cassandra said, “Your Honor, as for Gavin’s fault, I have written a letter of settlement here. But 

according to the law, no one can be exempted. Therefore, I hope you can give him leniency for the sake 

of my letter of settlement and the fact that his family needs him as their only labor force to save the 

child.” 

When Cyrus and Jeremiah investigated Gavin, they visited his home. Although Hugo had paid for the 

operation and treatment of Gavin’s child, it would take a long time for the child to take medicine in the 

future. 

Tina herself couldn’t afford this alone. 

Therefore, Cassandra hoped that Hayden could sentence Gavin to fewer years in prison, giving the child 

who wanted to live a chance to live. 

Hearing Cassandra’s words, Yulissa laughed mockingly. 

“Cassandra, you’re so funny. You want to kill me and give Gavin a lenient treatment at the same time. 

You are so double-standard. You can forgive the person who hit you. Why can’t you forgive me?” 

Yulissa thought, “They’re all bad guys! 

“Where’s Mom? Why hasn’t she dealt with Cassandra?” 

Cassandra said, “I forgive him because he did it for a good reason. I understand him for being a father. 

As for you, do you think you deserve it?” 

Jeremiah had investigated everything about Gavin from his birth to work, marriage, and the birth of his 

child. 

He hadn’t done any bad deeds, but his child’s illness was an accident. If he hadn’t been desperate, he 

wouldn’t have gone this way. A lenient punishment didn’t mean exemption. He should be punished 

because he did something wrong. 

This was an eternal truth. 

Hayden didn’t give them another chance to quarrel and directly announced the adjournment. 

The judgment on Yulissa would be pronounced another day. 

Walking out of the courthouse, Jonathan chuckled, “Cassic, where are you going?” 

“To do my business.” Cassandra glanced at Jonathan and said, “I don’t think you are of much use. I 

found all the evidence, and you didn’t say anything today.” 

Jonathan felt speechless. 

He thought, ‘Was there any chance for me to talk? 

I’m just a tool you use to scare people. 



Chapter 135 

Seeing that Cassandra was about to leave, Leonardo hurriedly caught up with her and said, “Cassie, wait 

a minute. I have something to tell you!” 

Jonathan nodded to Cassandra and left. 

Cassandra glanced at Leonardo contemptuously and said, “Mr. Yates, I don’t think there is anything for 

us to talk about.” 

She thought, ‘If possible, I don’t want to see you guys ever again after you get what deserve!’ 

Jonathan thought, ‘No. There is a lot that we can talk about! 

‘I want to know why she knows everything! 

‘I want to know what she is up to! 

‘I want to know if she is behind all these. 

Jonathan said, “Cassie.” 

Cassandra directly interrupted Leonardo. “I’ve told you you can’t call me Cassie!” 

Jonathan said, “Cassandra, even Yohannes and Ray don’t know that they are hospitalized. How did you 

know? What else do you know?” 

you 

Leonardo thought that he must have been crazy to ask Cassandra this kind of question. 

His father was still in the ICU, waiting to go through all kinds of tests and his mother was still 

unconscious. 

He didn’t know what to do at all. 

The surveillance cameras in the Yates residence were never turned on again after Cassandra hacked 

them. Miranda insisted it was to protect Yulissa’s privacy. 

Therefore, he couldn’t find out the truth. 

The dazzling sunlight pricked Cassandra’s eyes. She rubbed her eyes and said casually, “Does it make a 

difference?” 

Leonardo said, “If you know anything, please tell me!” 

Leonardo noticed the harsh sunshine so he stood in front of Cassandra thoughtfully to block the sun. 

However, Cassandra didn’t appreciate it at all. She leaned away from him and took a step downward! 

She said, “Since you want to know it so desperately, I’ll tell you. When Yulissa just came out, she tricked 

your dear mother into signing a supplementary bail bond, which was actually a mortgage agreement. 

The Yates residence was mortgaged. Yesterday, the debt collector came…” Cassandra deliberately 

paused and then added, “You can imagine the 



rest!” 

Then Cassandra left, leaving Leonardo alone, who was stunned, dazzled by the strong sunlight. 

He thought, The Yates residence was mortgaged? 

“This is impossible! 

It’s not the truth! 

How could Mom do that? 

‘But there hadn’t been a very serious and terrible matter, how could Dad have had a stroke and still 

stayed unconscious? 

“How heartless! 

“Yulissa! 

We’re enemies now! 

In the hospital, Frederick was informed of this matter so he rushed to the hospital. He saw Jasper taking 

care of his mother. There was no one else guarding the ICU. 

Frederick asked, “Jace, what the hell is going on?” He couldn’t figure out why his family suddenly 

became broken! 

Jace said, “Fred, I don’t know either. Don’t ask me!” 

Jasper really didn’t know anything. Every day when he came back home, he didn’t even see anyone. 

Robert just reported everything very briefly to him. 

He had to go to work in the morning so he was not at home. Besides, he had been suspended so he 

didn’t have anything to do. He knew nothing about his parents. 

If he had known that people would ask him, he could have moved out like Leonardo. 

Frederick felt speechless. He was simmering with anger but didn’t know how to vent his 

anger. 

Leonardo came back and saw them. “What are you arguing about?” 

He sounded extremely impatient. 

Jasper was very worried. “Leo, how’s it going?” He wondered when Yulissa would come back. 

Leonardo said, “Not good. Yulissa was awaiting the judgment of the court. The court is expected to pass 

a sentence later. She has admitted everything.” 

Leonardo glanced at his mother, who was lying on the hospital bed with no sign of waking up, and 

sneered in his mind. “This is the result of saving someone risking everything you have. 

‘I not only failed to save the person but also lost my money. 



Is this what karma is? 

‘Karma is indeed a bit ch!” 

Neither Jasper nor Frederick could accept this. Frederick loved Yulissa very much and didn’t believe that 

she was the one who did those things. He said, “I don’t believe it. I don’t believe that Lisa is so vicious. 

Did someone torture or threaten her when she was detained? Why don’t you find out the truth?” 

Leonardo was annoyed that Frederick was so hysterical. He said, ‘Frederick, enough. No one forced her. 

Cassandra told the truth so she couldn’t stand it anymore and admitted everything. That’s all! The judge 

found her guilty and she will receive a sentence in a few days. Do you understand it now?” 

Frederick looked disappointed and angry. “If you don’t want to save Lisa, I will. When Mom and Dad 

wake up, I’ll tell them everything. You better figure out how to explain it 

to them!” 

Leonardo sneered, “Explain? What do I need to explain? Do you think Yulissa is not responsible for what 

happened to Dad? Mom gave all the money and shares of the company to the director to save her. Dad 

couldn’t handle it! 

“Do you know why Dad couldn’t hang in anymore and broke down? When Yulissa was out, she tricked 

Mom into signing a supplementary agreement, which secretly contained a mortgage agreement. The 

Yates residence, our home, was mortgaged. Are you satisfied now? This is the person you tried your best 

to help. The Yates family is miserable because of her!” 

Frederick was shocked that the culprit was not Cassandra but Yulissa! 

Frederick stepped back in surprise until he bumped into Miranda’s bed. 

He thought, ‘It’s not true. How could it cost so much money to save Lisa?” 

Jasper didn’t believe it either. He wanted to refute but Leonardo did not give them a chance to speak at 

all. Leonardo continued, “Frederick, the production team wants to terminate the contract with you 

because 

the live broadcast two days ago. Just terminate it. Your company is going to abandon you.” Leonardo 

turned to Jasper and said, “And you, Jace. You are suspended, right? What happened?” 

The three of them looked at each other and didn’t know what to say. 

Jasper and Frederick were surprised that Leonardo knew everything so well. 

Frederick couldn’t help but ask, “Leo, how do you know all this?” 

He didn’t tell anyone so he didn’t understand how come Leonardo knew it. 

Leonardo said, “Cassandra told me all of these things. So she must be far more powerful than any of us.” 

This was a fact that Leonardo had to admit. Although he regretted it, he still felt very proud that 

Cassandra was so powerful.. 

Frederick and Jasper were shocked. 



They looked at each other and screamed in their mind, “Cassandra?” 

Frederick said, “Da mn it! Cassandra? I’m not done with her!” He was so angry that he wanted to beat 

Cassandra up right now. 

Leonardo was speechless. He said, “Frederick, don’t you understand what I mean?” 

He thought, “He even wants to get even with Cassandra? Is he so stu pid? 

‘Is his brain fully developed? 

‘He’s so stu pid! Or, does he not understand human language?’ 

However, what he didn’t know was that the three of them were all fooled by Yulissa. 

If he hadn’t learned the solid facts, Leonardo thought he would have just been like Frederick. 

Chapter 136 

At Whitecrane Hall. 

As soon as Cassandra arrived, she saw an uninvited guest. 

Cassandra thought, “Tyler? 

“It seems that he’s here for his beloved grandson.” 

Cassandra walked calmly to Hugo. Hugo subconsciously wanted to stand up but didn’t do it because 

Cassandra glared at him. He sat down in fear and heard Cassandra’s indifferent voice. “Hugo, this is 

Mr…” 

Cassandra didn’t know Tyler. It was Faye who knew the Zelinski family! 

“This is Mr. Tyler Zelinski, Mr. Kenneth Zelinski’s grandfather.” Hugo introduced them to Cassandra one 

by one. “The man next to him is Mr. Kenneth Zelinski’s father, Mr. Hector Zelinski.” 

Cassandra nodded a greeting at them. 

Tyler asked, “This is…” 

There was a hint of awe in Hugo’s tone. Tyler was surprised that Hugo was even more respectful to 

Cassandra than him. 

Hugo said, “This is Mrs. Yates, also my master.” 

Cassandra didn’t stay too long. She went to Jeremiah’s office afterward. She took out her phone and 

texted Kenneth: [Your grandfather and your father are here at Whitecrane Hall.] 

As soon as the message was sent, Cassandra’s phone rang. It was a call from Kenneth. 

Kenneth asked, “Cass, are you serious? The old man of the Zelinski family is at Whitecrane Hall?” 

Cassandra felt speechless. 

She thought Kenneth had put it in a good way. 



Cassandra replied, “Yes, they’re talking about something with Hugo. I guess he wants to see Dr. Quirke.” 

Cassandra seemed very open with Kenneth now. She would even tell him her own thoughts. 

Kenneth said, “Wait for me. I’ll be here soon!” 

Kenneth hung up the phone. Cassandra was a little bit confused. 

She thought, ‘Why is he coming here? It’s useless without my permission.” 

Jeremiah leaned over to Cassandra and looked her up and down curiously. “Who were you talking to?” 

Cassandra was so shocked that she threw the phone directly at him. 

She said, “Go to hell if you ever scare me again.” 

Jeremiah shrugged with an innocent look and gave her phone back to her with both his hands. “People 

from the Zelinski family are here. Have you seen them?” 

Cassandra nodded. “Yes.” 

She thought, ‘What do you mean?” 

“Mr. Zelinski is so brutal. How could he beat his half-brother like that?” Jeremiah sighed, “Will you save 

him?” 

“He deserves it.” Cassandra rolled her eyes at Jeremiah. “What do you think?” 

If she meant to save him, she would have cured him the first time. She wouldn’t give up on him just 

because of someone’s nonsense. 

She went there because of the letters that Kenneth’s mother had left. 

Kenneth’s mother was gone forever so the rest could only find solace in things related. 

to her. 

Jeremiah nodded. 

Jeremiah knew she meant that she wouldn’t save him, not even though they asked Hugo for help. 

It wasn’t long before Kenneth arrived. 

Jeremiah looked at Tyler and Hector and his mood darkened. He said with a gloomy face, “What are you 

doing here?” 

Tyler was embarrassed. After all, people out of their family were present and Jeremiah was merciless. 

Tyler said, “You came here to find Dr. Quirke. Why am I not allowed to do it?” 

DI 

Tyler thought, “Do you think you’re the only one who is involved in it? I am too!” 

However, the next moment, Hugo felt more embarrassed. Hugo said, “Mr. Tyler Zelinski is here to visit 

me. He didn’t mention anything about Dr. Quirke.” 



Tyler felt speechless. 

Tyler thought, ‘Do you I don’t want to talk about it?” 

Every time Tyler was about to mention it, Hugo interrupted him. So he didn’t get a chance to mention it 

until just now. 

Turning against Hugo was turning against Whitecrane Hall, which was equal to turning against Faye. 

Tyler didn’t dare to offend Faye because now Conrad’s legs all depended on Faye. 

Kenneth snorted in a low voice and he looked extremely contemptuous. 

This made Tyler feel a little bit embarrassed. 

Although Kenneth was like a piece of work that Tyler was proudest proud of, Tyler felt a headache 

thinking about Kenneth’s wildness and unruliness. 

But what he didn’t understand was that a person who was born to fight back could never be merciful, let 

alone Kenneth, who constantly had to fight and compete with others. 

Tyler said, “Hugo, is there really no way to make Dr. Quirke show her magic again?” He had to not care 

that he would lose face in front of his grandson anymore. The most important thing for him now was 

Conrad’s legs. 

If Conrad couldn’t get proper treatment in time, it would be a disaster for his legs. 

Conrad shouted and cursed at home every day while Harriet cried and groaned, which was very 

irritating. 

Hugo was in a dilemma. He said, “Mr. Zelinski, I want to help you but Dr. Quirke had treated Conrad for 

the sake of Mr. Zelinski. But you broke her rules. You can’t blame anyone for that. Dr. Quirke never 

treats people who don’t follow the rules twice. Please don’t push me.” 

For one thing, Faye went to their house to treat the patient but was forced to leave because of their 

unreasonable behavior. Now, their effort to make up for it was too late. 

For the other thing, Hugo’s kindness toward them had been worn thin but they still came here and 

asked for his help, which was ridiculous. It gave him a serious headache. 

It was possible that Faye would make an exception but not for everyone. 

A man who had hired a murderer, for which her son even threw a party was unforgivable to Hugo. What 

was worse, those people almost hurt his master. 

If he hadn’t owed Tyler a favor, he would have already blacklisted everyone in the Zelinski manor. 

Tyler asked again, “Are you sure that there is no other way? 

Tyler didn’t want to give up. Even Hector did not want to give up. He said, “Hugo, for the sake of my 

father, please talk to Dr. Quirke again. The Zelinski family will definitely 

repay you. 



Hector had to promise Hugo this. After all, it was about his son. If there was a chance that his son’s legs 

could be cured, he wouldn’t want to miss it.. 

But Kenneth didn’t think so. He snorted coldly, “How can you repay Dr. Quirke? Do you think you can 

manage to do that?” 

Kenneth thought, ‘It’s not that I look down on him but… forget about it. Yes, I simply just look down on 

him. 

Hector scolded Kenneth coldly, “He is your younger brother after all. How can you do this?” It was 

Kenneth who ruined Conrad’s legs but he couldn’t say anything about it because Kenneth only ruined 

Conrad’s legs while Harriet wanted Kenneth dead in the first place. 

But now there was a chance to cure Conrad so Hector must try his best. 

Kenneth said, “Why don’t I remember that my mother once gave birth to another boy after me? If you 

can’t control your lower body, you’d better chop it off as soon as possible.” 

If Hector hadn’t been fooling around, he wouldn’t have had a mistress who showed off in front of 

Kenneth’s mother. Kenneth’s mother worked very hard for the Zelinski family but ended up miserably. 

Kenneth blamed Harriet and Hector for it. Once he officially seized control of everything that belonged 

to the Zelinski family, they would die. 

Hector said, “Kenneth!” He was so angry. He didn’t expect his son to say such cruel words. 

Cassandra walked over to them from behind and said in a cold voice, “Don’t pester Hugo. I’d like to pour 

cold water on your idea so that you can give up.” 

Tyler frowned, “What do you mean?” He thought, “Who is this girl? She has no manners. at all. 

Cassandra walked to Kenneth, turned around to look at Tyler and Hector, and snorted, “It means that 

Dr. Quirke will not treat him no matter what. Do you understand?” 

Chapter 137 

Tyler’s face darkened instantly. 

Hugo said Cassandra was his master just now so Tyler swallowed his anger. But to his surprise, 

Cassandra interrupted rudely their conversation! 

What was worse, Cassandra said Dr. Quirke would never agree to save Conrad. 

He thought, “She is so young but so arrogant! I didn’t expect to be looked down upon by a little girl after 

all these years of establishment in Drieso.” 

He suppressed his anger and asked calmly, “Little girl, what do you mean?” 

Cassandra rolled her eyes at him. 

She hated him a lot but she had to hide it in front of him. She even thought she was a hypocrite herself. 



Cassandra glanced contemptuously at Tyler and Hector. “It means what it literally means. Dr. Quirke 

agreed to help you for Mr. Kenneth Zelinski’s sake because Mr. Kenneth Zelinski paid a lot. She wanted 

to return the favor. But do you really think he can make Dr. Quirke do anything?” 

Kenneth felt speechless. 

He thought Cassandra sounded like she could read Faye’s mind. 

The Zelinski family had given Faye a lot of money but she took it for granted. 

To prevent disastrous consequences, Tyler asked Hugo privately before he gave her the rest consultation 

fee, which was 2 billion dollars. 

Otherwise, they wouldn’t even have been here at this moment. 

However, the money was already paid to Faye but Conrad’s legs hadn’t been cured. So of course, Tyler 

and Hector were resentful. Harriet had gone crazy and they couldn’t feel at peace at home at all. 

They had no other choice but to ask for Hugo’s help. However, they were refused by Cassandra. 

How could Tyler feel good? 

Ignoring Cassandra, Tyler turned to Hugo and said, “Hugo, the Whitecrane Hall is not in the charge of 

this girl, isn’t it?” 

His tone of voice was already showing his displeasure. 

However, Hugo didn’t mind anyone being angry except for his little master. 

Hugo said, “Mr. Zelinski, I don’t know whether Whitecrane Hall is in the charge of her. But if she said 

that Dr. Quirke was unwilling to treat someone, it’s the end. So, don’t waste your energy on this matter 

again.” 

Then he made a gesture of showing them where the door was. 

He was suggesting that there was no need for them to waste time here. 

Kenneth enjoyed looking at them while they felt embarrassed a lot. He felt a bit happy and he was 

aware that it was Cassandra who brought him this joyfulness. 

Kenneth said, “Don’t make a fool of yourself if you are not that powerful. Conrad’s suffering was all his 

mother’s fault.” 

Kenneth was very delighted to see them embarrassed and helpless. 

Yannick’s smile betrayed him. He thought, ‘What a memorable day! Karma’s doing great now! 

‘It’s so unfair that my master is always the one who suffers. Every penny they have is earned by him. 

They’re just a bunch of s ums who depend on my master and want to replace him! Ridiculous people!’ 

Yannick said, “Mr. Hector Zelinski and Mr. Tyler Zelinski, we’d better go back home and find another 

doctor.” 



Hector glanced at him coldly but Yannick looked into his eyes fearlessly. 

There was no doctor who was better than Faye in this world. 

However, she was a mystery. No one even knew her whereabouts. 

Cassandra said, “Mr. Tyler Zelinski, you know what Conrad and his mother have done. You haven’t 

realized that you have offended others. Now you are even here begging for help. If I were you, I would 

be too ashamed to walk out of my home. You only reap what you’ve sown.” 

Cassandra thought, “You shouldn’t have come to Whitecrane Hall to pester Hugo thinking that people 

should respect you’ 

Hugo noticed that Cassandra was already angry. 

He was a little anxious and thought, ‘It’s all because I have to return the go d-damn favor. That was a 

bad choice. 

It made Cassandra so mad!” 

Now Hugo even found Tyler a bit annoying. 

Hugo said, “Mr. Zelinski, please go back home. She has said that Dr. Quirke wouldn’t. treat Conrad so it’s 

the end of the story. It won’t change no matter how long you will stay here.” 
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Hugo was suggesting that they should leave for the second time. Tyler felt embarrassed so he snorted 

coldly and left. 

Hector glanced at Kenneth with a complicated expression and then left without saying anything. 

After Tyler and the others left, Cassandra said coldly, “Hugo, you have returned the favor to the Zelinski 

family. There are certain things that we can never do. You know what the consequences will be.” 

They weren’t careful enough so people knew Whitecrane Hall was owned by Faye, which put Jeremiah 

and Hugo in an awkward position. 

Cassandra had to make a rule that she wouldn’t help anyone who asked Jeremiah and Hugo for help 

privately. 

However, people in the Zelinski manor repeatedly broke her rule and even came to Whitecrane Hall to 

beg Hugo. This was totally unacceptable. 

Hugo replied, “Yes, Ms. Yates.” 

Hugo bowed to Cassandra respectfully. He knew Cassandra was angry. He was lucky that she didn’t 

blame him. 

But Hugo’s attitude aroused Kenneth’s suspicion. 

In any case, Hugo’s power in Driéso was almost unparalleled. He would be respected by everyone on 

most occasions. So, Kenneth wondered why he was so respectful to Cassandra. 



He even thought Hugo was to Cassandra what Yannick was to the Zelinski family. 

He wondered if Faye was not like what he thought. 

However, he didn’t immediately try to confirm his guess. Instead, he apologized. “Cassandra, I’m so 

sorry for troubling you today.” 

He knew Tyler would definitely not let Cassandra get away with it. If Harriet knew 

about this, she wouldn’t either. 

Cassandra shook her head. She didn’t care about it. She said, “If I were them, I would not do anything 

rashly. In this world, there is no one but Faye who can save their precious son. If you are worried that 

they will hurt me, I advise you to worry about how to deal with them if they keep pestering you.” 

Cassandra thought anyone with a little brain wouldn’t dare to make trouble for her. From now on, they 

would think she was the one who could control Faye’s decision and Kenneth stood up for her just now. 

In that case, they would never miss this opportunity. They would talk to Kenneth again or go directly to 

Cassandra. 

They were too anxious and made an unwise decision and unfortunately, it didn’t work 

out. 

The moment Harriet sent someone to Spaunia to kill Kenneth, the end of the story was decided. 

When Cassandra was in the car, she could tell that Kenneth had taken a very gentle approach to deal 

with it but they were not aware of their mistakes at all. They thought 

Harriet was not a criminal because Kenneth was unharmed. 

They needed Faye’s help but threatened with the letters of Kenneth’s mother so Cassandra had to stop 

treating Conrad before he was cured. 

Kenneth understood what Cassandra meant. He snorted, “What a touching show of a grandfather and 

grandchild. I’d like to see what they can do for Conrad!” 

After chatting with Cassandra for a while, Kenneth decided to leave but was stopped by Cassandra. “If 

you are free tonight, come to my place. I have a question for you.” 

Kenneth said, “No problem.” 

Chapter 138 

After Kenneth left, Hugo told Cassandra that he had something to talk about with her. So, they went to 

the office. Jeremiah had been waiting for them there. 

The moment Cassandra sat down, Hugo and Jeremiah gathered around her. She asked, “What’s up?” 

She wondered why they suddenly surrounded her. 

Jeremiah asked, “Elaine, what’s the relationship between you and Mr. Zelinski?” 



Cassandra knew what he wanted to know. She said, “Let’s say, we’re comrades or friends.” 

She didn’t go into details about Kenneth but she told Jeremiah what Kenneth said: she and Kenneth 

used to know each other. 

Jeremiah frowned, “Do I know him? Why can’t I recall anything about this person?’ 

Jeremiah thought, ‘No, I remember something. 

Elaine brought back a big boy from somewhere unknown. He stayed unconscious for several days and 

talked in his sleep. Sometimes, when Elaine was impatient, she even wanted to throw him out. 

Back then, Blossom was also sick. Jeremiah was like a burden to Elaine too. But she still brought this big 

boy home. Although she was having a hard time, she still wanted to help them. 

That big boy had been in a coma for a week before he woke up. He almost killed Jeremiah and Elaine 

after he woke up. Fortunately, Elaine was good at fighting and the boy was very weak since he had just 

woken up so they managed to control him and then explained everything. 

They lived together for about half a month afterward. The big boy took good care of Jeremiah and Elaine 

and Elaine was his favorite. But he didn’t come back after he went out with Elaine one day. Elaine 

fainted at the door of the house. When she woke 

up, she forgot what had happened in the last half a month. 

Kenneth once said that he and Elaine used to know each other. Jeremiah couldn’t remember anyone 

else but that big boy. 

Jeremiah knew almost everyone that Elaine knew. 

But he didn’t know any/Kenneth from Elaine’s past, so he figured maybe Kenneth was that big boy. 

He didn’t tell Elaine what he was thinking about because she didn’t remember anything that happened 

during that period of time. He didn’t want to tell her either. 

She didn’t find any external force that caused it after all. 

Jeremiah said, “It means nothing. I guess you just happened to see each other sometime in the past. 

Jeremiah didn’t take it seriously. He thought he needed to ask Kenneth in private about it. 

Cassandra ignored Jeremiah and turned to Hugo. “Hugo, didn’t you say you had something to tell me?” 

Hugo didn’t come to his senses until now. He hurriedly handed the document of the plan to Cassandra. 

“This is the plan of the cooperation sent from the Zelinski Group. They want to develop a medicine. We 

will take care of the research and development and they will pay for it. Please have a look.” 

The medicine was intended to be a pain reliever that could stop the bleeding rapidly. 

It was a special effect medicine for the injured. 



Cassandra flipped through the document and had a rough idea of what it was about. Kenneth was 

developing special-effect medicine for his comrades. He is a soldier who put others’ safety first so he 

was usually wounded all over his body. 

Therefore, he needed this kind of medicine that could quickly relieve pain and stop the bleeding hence 

its ability to save people’s lives at the most critical moment. 

Cassandra said, “You can discuss the follow-up with them. I’ll do some research when I 

have time.” 

Kenneth was full of contradictions. So was she. 

Right after a medicine that could amplify the pain was developed, he wanted something that could 

relieve the pain. 

One was to hurt people and the other was to save them. 

She only hoped that the Yates family would not let her down. 

She decided that the first person to try this medicine would be Jasper. 

After their conversation, Cassandra was ready to go back. She had been very busy and barely had any 

time to rest. There was nothing else to take care of today so she wanted. 

to go back and sleep. 

But just when Cassandra felt a bit relieved, things came to her. 

Frederick and Jasper arrived. But Scarlett stopped them at the door. 

Scarlett was alone so she felt a little bit helpless. She said, “Get out of here! Whitecrane Hall doesn’t 

welcome anyone from the Yates family!” 

Frederick ignored her. No one dared to stop him like this before. He said, “Get out of my way! I’m 

looking for Cassandra!” 

Hearing his voice, Cassandra felt disgusted. Frederick saw her at this moment and shouted angrily, 

“Cassandra, why are hiding from me? What do you mean? Look what you’ve done to Lisa! Bit ch! You’re 

a jinx!” 

Cassandra walked slowly toward Frederick. She stretched her right hand and felt like she had an itch on 

her slender hands, which gave her an urge to slap. 

With a loud bang, Frederick’s face turned red and swollen. 

Frederick felt a tearing pain after the slap. His beautiful eyes, which fascinated. countless people, 

widened and he glared at Cassandra. 

He screamed in his mind, ‘How dare she slap me! 

‘Bi tch! If I will definitely make her learn from it!” 

He was so angry that he clenched his jaw tightly. He said, “Cassandra, you’re courting death!” 



Cassandra said, “That still remains a question. But if you don’t leave immediately, you’re courting death. 

And you may even end up in a trending topic. Do you believe. that?” 

Frederick remained silent. 

He thought, ‘D amn it! I just can’t control myself when Cassandra is involved. 

‘I used to bully her as often as I wanted at home. Somehow, I suddenly forgot that this is a public 

place. 

Frederick cursed in his mind. 

Jasper also looked bad. He thought Cassandra was getting more and more audacious. 

He thought, “How dare she slap Fred across the face!” 

Jasper glared at Cassandra and scolded her, “Cassandra, how dare you slap Fred!” 

Cassandra snorted coldly with a contemptuous look, which was irritating. She said, “I’ve already done it. 

What’s the help of asking me this question? Didn’t you just see how it happened? Do you want me to 

show it again?” 

Bang! 

She slapped hard across Jasper in the face. 

She meant that she did not only dare to slap Frederick but also Jasper! 

Jasper went furious at once. He screamed, “Cassandra, 

anything and you slapped both of us. Don’t you think ve gone too far. We didn’t say 

you should apologize to us?” 

Scarlett thought Jasper and Frederick were insane. They behaved like they wanted to 

get hit but they asked for an apology afterward. 

Cassandra gave them an approving nod. “You’re right. You didn’t do anything. You just called me a bit 

ch.” 

Jasper was shocked and glanced at Frederick in an awkward way. 

He thought he was too impulsive just now. 

Leonardo had already told him that Cassandra was already a different person now. 

Jasper said, “We’re here for a reason. You could make Dr. Quirke treat Ray so I believe you can make 

him agree to cure Dad’s cerebral infarction. Ask Dr. Quirke to treat Dad.” 

He sounded like he took it for granted, which was shameless. 

Scarlett thought she had never seen a more brazen person. 



Hearing Jasper’s shameless words, Cassandra was so angry that she almost wanted to laugh. She said, 

“What did you just say?” 

Cassandra thought, I didn’t hear you. Excuse me?” 

Frederick stepped forward and shouted, “Bit ch! Ask Dr. Quirke to save Dad. Do I make myself clear?” 

He thought, ‘If you still don’t understand it, I will do something to understand!’ 

force 

you 

to 

Cassandra smiled contemptuously, “Of course, I understand your words. But do you 

think you deserve it?” 

Chapter 139 

 

Jasper blushed a little. It was hard to say whether he appeared so out of shame or because he was 

slapped by Cassandra. 

 

He just didn’t expect Cassandra to say that. 

 

Had it not been for their fear of rumors, Benjamin and Leonardo would never have brought her back 

from the countryside. They had expected her to listen to them after she came to town, but they hadn’t 

expected her to be so rebellious. She always wanted things that weren’t hers and bullied Yulissa. 

 

That was why they regretted bringing her back. 

 

They intended to keep her as an adopted daughter, but she left home without telling 

 

them. 

 

Moreover, she seemed to be more excellent without the Yates family. Not only had she progressed in 

her studies, but she had also become the famous designer Elaine and countless people’s idol Samantha. 

Those names were big enough to make the Yates family respectable. 

 



That was also why Benjamin and Miranda were trying to get her back after they disowned her. 

 

However, Cassandra wasn’t grateful at all. She had tried her best to please her elder brothers earlier, 

but now she slapped them.. 

 

Things weren’t looking good for Benjamin and Miranda. Since she woke up, she had been sitting there 

quietly with a blank face. 

 

They all knew that she hadn’t recovered from the emotional damage, but they just couldn’t figure out 

why. 

 

“Watch your mouth, Cassandra. Anyway, we’re your biological brothers and parents are still in the 

hospital.” Jasper braced himself to say that. 

 

your 

 

He was scolded by Leonardo yesterday, and he was not sure now whether Cassandra would change her 

mind. 

 

“I have no family. Didn’t the Yates family say at Yulissa’s birthday party that I was just their adopted 

daughter? They even disowned me publicly. Besides, I owe nothing to you. I gave you more money than 

you spent on me. 

 

Dreame 

 

“Aren’t you satisfied? You only take me as your family when you want something from me, don’t you? 

Stop being so hypocritical!” 

 

Cassandra sounded pitiless, which shut everyone’s mouth. 

 

Frederick was a little angry when he realized that Cassandra saw through their trick. 

 



“We’re always family, and you shouldn’t take our angry words seriously. Come on, get Dr. Quirke to 

treat Dad and Mom. By the way, Lisa is also part of the family. You don’t have to go to court. You’d 

better drop the lawsuit as soon as possible.” 

 

Hearing this, Jasper was so surprised, thinking, ‘How dare Fred say this? Isn’t he afraid. of being slapped 

by Cassandra like us?” 

 

Scarlett was also shocked. She couldn’t believe what Frederick just said. 

 

As soon as Jeremiah came out, he heard Frederick’s words, so he said seriously with a darkened face, 

“You’re so shameless. When you brought Cassie home, you said that would treat her kindly, but what 

did you do? You spoiled that fraud while kept picking 

 

you 

 

on Cassie. 

 

“You even said nothing when you knew that she hired someone to kill Cassie. You believe that Cassie 

will always say yes to your requests, don’t you? But you know what, Frederick? Yulissa is a murderer and 

she has to spend the rest of her life in prison! You’re in no position to get Cassie to drop the lawsuit! 

 

“Have you ever raised her or cared about her? You did nothing for her yet you’re asking her to help 

you. Don’t be ridiculous!” 

 

He thought, “The Yates family deserves this! 

 

‘They trusted Yulissa unconditionally and left Elaine alone. They asked for it. That’s not the worst for 

them!‘ 

 

Hearing this, Frederick wanted to punch Jeremiah in the face for meddling in the Yates family’s affairs 

and driving a wedge between them and Cassandra. He felt more furious. when he heard Jeremiah say 

that Yulissa belonged in prison. 



 

Jasper stopped the furious Fredrick for fear that he would irritate Cassandra. Jasper’s face didn’t hurt 

anymore, but began to feel an itch over his body. He couldn’t stay here any longer, otherwise, he would 

embarrass himself. 

 

“It’s fine if you don’t want to ask Dr. Quirke to treat Mom and Dad, Cassandra, but you should at least 

visit them. Even though they didn’t do their job as your parents, Mom went through a lot to give birth to 

you. Now she woke up. Don’t you think you should 

 

visit her?” 

 

Jasper tried another way. 

 

Cassandra raised her eyebrows and thought, ‘Did Miranda wake up? 

 

‘I wonder how she will react when she knows what happened to her family. I do want to see how she 

will end up. 

 

Therefore, she laughed and said, “Sure, I’ll visit her. Don’t regret it.” 

 

Jasper frowned, wondering, ‘What should I regret? My biggest regret is that I didn’t stop Mom and Dad 

from bringing her back! 

 

‘Now we can only count on Leo to convince her! 

 

“Elaine… 

 

Jeremiah wanted to stop her, but Cassandra glared at him and shut his mouth. 

 

He got it and withdrew his hand with a smile. 

 



He knew that Elaine wouldn’t do anything bad to herself. She agreed to go to the hospital for a reason. If 

someone was gonna get hurt in the hospital, it wouldn’t be Elaine. 

 

Had it not been for his lack of connection to the Yates family, he would have followed them to the 

hospital to see how they ended up. 

 

***** 

 

When they arrived at the hospital, they saw Leonardo feeding Miranda water. 

 

Miranda seemed dazed and she couldn’t even utter a complete sentence. What happened to her was 

still a mystery. 

 

Cassandra was happy to see this and she couldn’t help smiling. However, her gloating face irritated 

Frederick. “How could you laugh when you see mom like this? You’re so ruthless!” 

 

Cassandra ignored Frederick’s bullshit and glanced at him disdainfully. “She’s your mom, not mine.” 

 

Leonardo heard their conversation and was surprised to see Cassandra there. “Cassie…” 

 

Cassandra interrupted him immediately, “I’ll leave if you call me Cassie again!” 

 

“What are you doing here? Are you here for Mom?” asked Leonardo. 

 

“Yeah. I’m here to see whether Mrs. Yates is dead!” 

 

Jasper, Fredrick, and Leonardo all frowned, thinking that Cassandra was being too 

 

mean. 

 



However, she just looked at Miranda for a while and said sarcastically, “She doesn’t need Dr. Quirke. 

Believe it or not, I can bring her back to her senses with a few words.” The next second, Cassandra 

walked to Miranda and said casually, “Your daughter is about to face her final trial. Mr. Youngblood did 

his best to get her the worst sentence and she’ll be in prison for seven years, which means you spent 7 

billion dollars in vain. How do you feel about that? 

 

“Oh, it’s not all in vain. The director of the Public Security Bureau didn’t take it so I got the 7 billion 

dollars and the shares.” 

 

Miranda tried so hard and she lost all the family property in the end. 

 

Hearing this, Jasper, Fredrick, and Leonardo were all shocked. They thought, ‘What does she mean? How 

did she get the money?‘ 

 

“Cassandra! Give me back my money, Cassandra!” 

 

Cassandra took several steps back and ignored Miranda’s yell. Then she walked to the three men and 

said, “See? She woke up. 

Chapter 140 

 

What Cassandra said made Leonardo speechless. 

 

He was so surprised to see how Cassandra excited Miranda. After all, he talked to her many times since 

she woke up but she just wouldn’t say anything. 

 

Leonardo was also curious how Cassandra got the 7 billion dollars and the shares, but he couldn’t get a 

chance to ask her. 

 

Miranda kept yelling hysterically, “Give me back my money, Cassandra! Free Lisa! How dare you steal 

my money, bitch? You’re going to hell!” 

 

She said the worst things to Cassandra and she even cursed her to death. 



 

Leonardo frowned while listening to them. He seemed disgusted by Miranda’s reaction. 

 

After all, she was Cassandra’s mother yet she was cursing her. 

 

Ironically, Leonardo might forget that he once wanted Cassandra dead too, so what Miranda said was 

not that unacceptable. 

 

“Blame yourself, Mrs. Yates. Do you think that the Yates family is as rich as it used to be and that you 

have as much money as you want?” Cassandra chucked as if she had thought about something funny. 

“Honestly, I’m quite curious why you didn’t take the opportunity to save Raymond at the auction. The 

pill that can cure him was only 1.76 billion dollars, and you could have hired Dr. Quirke to treat him for 

merely 2 billion dollars, but you didn’t. Why? 

 

“And you spent 7 billion dollars to save Yulissa. Plus the shares, that’s over 8 billion dollars. You spent all 

the Yates family’s money without hesitation, but you know what? Yulissa can’t get out of prison 

 

She was out just for three days before she was 

 

arrested again. The price of saving her is quite high, isn’t it, Mrs. Yates?” 

 

Cassandra knew what Miranda’s weakness was and every word she said drove her crazy. “Shut up! You 

set me up. It’s all your fault! Just give me back my money and free Lisa!” Miranda was still unaware of 

her mistake and blamed Cassandra for everything. 

 

Suddenly, Cassandra stopped smiling and said coldly with a meaningful look, “Sometimes I wonder 

who’s your biological daughter. Me or Yulissa? Maybe we should do a DNA test 

 

After saying that, she turned around and glanced at the three brothers. Just as she was 

about to leave, she saw someone enter the room in a daze. 

 

It was Raymond. He looked so disappointed and had tears in his eyes. 



 

Cassandra sneered and thought, ‘What now? Raymond must have heard everything. 

 

Just look at his face. He didn’t seem to think his parents would do something like this. 

 

“Wow, Raymond and Yohannes are here,” she said. 

 

Raymond was followed by Yohannes, who seemed to care a lot about how he felt. However, Raymond 

seemed to be emotionally damaged and he almost lost his balance. Cassandra thought, ‘Did what I said 

shocked him? That’s not the proud young man I used to know!” 

 

Miranda paused and thought, ‘What? Ray is here. 

 

‘Did he hear it?” 

 

“I’ll leave you alone.” Cassandra glanced at Raymond with a meaningful look. There was hate and 

contempt in her eyes, but no sympathy. 

 

Cassandra’s visit was another blow to the Yates family. 

 

After she left, Raymond looked at Miranda and said in disbelief, “Is what Cassandra said true, Mom? Did 

you save Yulissa with all our money?” 

 

He realized that they just didn’t want to save him when he was in danger. Now he knew what they were 

thinking. They never spent a single dollar on him while they spent all their money on Yulissa without 

hesitation. 

 

Cassandra asked Miranda the same question he wanted to ask. 

 

Miranda was a little panicked. She held Raymond’s hand and tried her best to explain, “Listen to me, 

Ray. Your father wouldn’t give me the money so I couldn’t save you. I could do nothing about it at that 

time. I’m so sorry, but please don’t…” 



 

Finding it ridiculous, Raymond shook off Miranda’s hand and said, “Then how did you save Yulissa? I 

know Dad well and he would never save her with all our money.” 

 

He knew it. He was not as important to them as Yulissa was to them. After all, they had six sons so it was 

okay to lose him. 

 

That was how his parents treated him. 

 

Miranda was flustered and didn’t dare to look Raymond in the eye. “I didn’t mean it, Ray. Your father 

wouldn’t give me the money. I had no choice…” 

 

“Then tell me how you saved Yulissa!” He had already known the truth, but he just wanted to hear it 

from his mother. He had been disappointed once so it wouldn’t hurt 

 

him anymore. 

 

His loud voice frightened Miranda, who trembled and stammered, “Y–Your father asked me to keep the 

money.” She took Raymond’s hand again. “I was going to save you after I got Lisa out of prison, Ray. I 

just…” 

 

She just didn’t expect that she would bankrupt their family. She even mortgaged the Yates residence to 

raise money. 

 

The Yates family was done. 

 

Raymond shook his head with a bitter smile, closed his eyes, and cried. 

 

He thought, “This is what it feels like to be ignored, right? Why didn’t I die in the race? 

 

‘Is this how Cassandra gets back at me? 



 

‘She could have killed me, but she didn’t. Did she do this to show me how selfish and uncaring my family 

is?” 

 

The most painful thing for him was going through what Cassandra went through. He regretted it. He 

thought that maybe death was a better end for him. 

 

“I wish that I had never been born at all, Mom.” 

 

He could accept that his mother, who wouldn’t spend a single dollar on him even though she had tens of 

billions of dollars, spent everything to save a girl who wasn’t even related to her.  

 

Yohannes was surprised by what he heard. He was curious about what happened exactly. 

 

He wondered how so many things had changed at home during his time abroad. 

 

Leonardo comforted Raymond in a low voice, “It’s not as simple as you think, Ray. Don’t be so 

impulsive.” 

 

Hearing this, Raymond snorted and said, “You saw it, Leo. You know the difference between the way 

they treat me and the way they treat Yulissa. Do I have to explain it to 

 

you? Stop calling me your brother from now on.” 

 

He was there to visit Miranda, but he didn’t expect to hear all of this. He had to admit. that Cassandra 

got him. 

 

Now he just wanted to let it out. He wanted to go boxing and racing. 

 

Miranda, who was crying her heart out, tried to go after Raymond, but Jasper stopped her and asked 

Leonardo and Frederick to do that. 



 

Yohannes didn’t say a word all the time. He just followed Raymond there and then left with him. 

 

The ward was in chaos. 

 

They asked for it. They didn’t need Faye. They had been refusing to face the truth, and it was unknown 

how Benjamin would react when he found out about this. 


